
 
Chapter 13 Pick a Word 

Name__________________________________________________ Date______________ 

Pick a Word 

Use the word or words to complete each statement. 

Blowout 
Brake Fade 
Brake Pedal 
Countersteer 

Head-on Collision 
Lug Nuts 
Off-road Recovery 
Rear-end Collision 

Sideswipe Collision 
Swerve 

 
________________________1. Devices that hold the wheel to the car. 

________________________2. Control that should be pumped fast and hard to stop a vehicle when total  
brake failure occurs. 
 
 

________________________3. Condition that occurs when a tire loses air pressure suddenly. 

________________________4. You might execute this maneuver at speeds over 30 mph, as you can do  
this in less distance than the distance you need to stop safely. 
 
 

________________________5. Condition that occurs when brakes become overheated. 

________________________6. An action you take when a front wheel drops off the roadway. 

________________________7. Because it is the collision that produces the highest force of impact. 

________________________8. Steering in the opposite direction. 

________________________9. A collision in which only the sides of the vehicles touch. 

________________________10. Type of collision that knocks your car forward and may result in whiplash. 

 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 15 Scrambled Words 

Name__________________________________________________ Date______________ 

For each sentence below, unscramble the term in capital letters and write it on the line.

1. AROUPEHI is a false feeling of well-being. 

 

2. Inner forces that restrain impulsive behavior are TINIOSHIBIN 

 

3. The amount of alcohol in the blood is called the blood-alcohol 
ENCONTRACTION. 

 

4. A drug that can be purchased legally when ordered by a doctor 
is called a RECIPSTONRIP DINEMICE 

 

5. A READSTEPSN is a drug that can slow down the central nervous 
system. 

 

6. A drug that can speed up the central nervous system is a 
MSULTIANT. 

 

7. MILIPED TOCNNES means that you consent to being tested for 
drugs and alcohol as part of getting your license. 

 

8. DWI stands for GIVDINR HILEW AXTINOTEDCI. 

 

9. DUI stands for RDIINVG RUDEN THE CELINEFUN. 

 

10. The influence of others of a similar age is called ERPE SPUREERS. 

 

11. A REZO-CLEARNOTE WAL makes it illegal for persons under the 
age of 21 to drive with any alcohol in their system. 

 

12. A TEASINGDED RIVERD decides ahead of time not to drink. 

 

 


